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Ex.No:1           Date: 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF PLATE WITH A CIRCULAR HOLE 

Aim: 

 To determine the stress acting on a rectangular plate with a circular hole due to the 

applied external load.  

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> Rectangle give x,y,z as 0,0,0 then Ok ->  again give 

x,y,z as 100,50,0 -> Ok. 

3. To draw a Circle within a rectangle geometry -> curve -> circle -> radius -> give 

x,y,z  as 50,25,0 -> Ok -> 50,35,0 -> Ok. 

4. To make a rectangle with a circular hole as a surface, 

Geometry -> Boundary surface -> from curve -> select all -> Ok. 

5. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

6. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> select the material -> give thickness ->Ok. 

7. Meshing 

Mesh -> geometry -> surface -> select all -> Ok -> Property (Take title) -> Ok. 

8. To switch off the nodes (at any two) 

Quick option -> switch off (geometry -> node) -> Ok. 
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9. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 

10. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select any 

one side of the plate ->Ok -> select force -> give values on Fz only -> Ok. 

11. Rebuild the file 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

12. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> static -> Ok -> Analyze -> load results -> continue. 

13. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

14. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

15. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. What is meant by stress analysis? 

2. Define discretization. 

3. What is the neccessasity to descretize an object? How the process is done? 

4. What is meant by constraint? 

5. What is meant by meshing? 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the performance of the stress analysis of a Rectangular Plate with a circular hole 

was analyzed and animated. 
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Ex.No:2           Date: 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF ‘L’ BRACKET 

Aim: 

 To determine the stress acting on an ‘L’ Bracket due to the applied external load. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> Continuous and then give coordinates for all the 

points to make ‘L’ Bracket. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> select the material -> give thickness ->Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Mesh -> geometry -> surface -> select all -> Ok -> Property (Take title) -> Ok. 

6. To switch off the nodes (at any two) 

Quick option -> switch off (geometry -> node) -> Ok. 

7. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 

8. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select any 

one side of the plate ->Ok -> select force -> give values on Fz only -> Ok. 
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9. Rebuild the file 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

10. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> static -> Ok -> Analyze -> load results -> continue. 

11. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

12. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

13. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok 

Questions: 

1. Define element and node.  

2. Explain the process of numbering. 

3. What are all the types of loads? 

4. What are the types of co-ordinates? 

5. Give the Stiffness matrix for two dimensional element (CST Element) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the performance of the stress analysis of an ‘L’ Bracket was analyzed and animated. 
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Ex.No:3           Date: 

ANALYSIS OF AN AXI SYMMETRIC COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the Conductive heat transfer of analysis of an axisymmetric component. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

File-> Import -> Geometry -> Go to the Examples directory Vessel. DXF-> Open 

-> OK. 

Geometry -> Boundary surface -> from curve -> select all -> Ok. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> Axisymmetric -> Ok -> 

OK to show Axisymmetric Axis in all Views: Yes -> select the material -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Meshes -> geometry -> Surface -> Pick the boundary. -> Ok -> select the 

property -> all triangles -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> Pick the four nodes along the 

bottom of the part -> Ok -> Create Nodal Constraints/DOF dialog box: TY -> Ok. 

7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Elemental ->Select All -> Ok -> Pressure: Value: 100 -> Ok -> 

select temperature -> give the temperature value -> Adjacent Faces -> Ok -

>Method -> Pick an element face on the inside of the part -> Tolerance: 85 -> Ok 
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8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Static-> Ok -> Analyze -> yes (verify that it's OK to 

flip the model) -> yes (force all element normals to lie along the correct global 

axis) -> Scale Factor for Axisym Forces dialog box: OK -> Yes (To permanently 

convert the elements to triangular elements with midside nodes) -> Yes again (to 

save the model so you can view the results in the correct model). 

10. Post-processing the Results 

Press F8 -> ZX Front -> Ok -> 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> Deformation: 1. 

Total Translation -> Contour: 6029: Axisym Azimuth Stress -> Ok. 

11. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> Post processing -> Unreformed model -> Ok. 

12. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. Explain the basic steps of Analysis. 

2. What are the conditions for a problem to be axisymmetric? 

3. What is meant by axisymmetric element? 

4. Give the stiffness matrix for the four node quadrilateral axisymmetric component. 

5. What are the properties of axisymmetric elements? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the Heat conduction over a 2d Component is analyzed, animated and plotted. 
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Ex.No:4           Date: 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF A BEAM 

Aim: 

To determine the stress acting on a beam due to the applied external load. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> continuous Give the co-ordinates of 2 ends. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> beam -> Ok -> shape -

>select rectangular bar from shape edit box -> give height and width -> select 

material from the material box -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Mesh -> mesh control -> size along curve ->select the beam -> Ok -> enter the 

number of elements -> Ok. 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select the beam -> Ok -> Property (Take title) -> 

Ok -> give 0,0,0 for Base and then give 0,1,0 for Tip -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraint -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> select the ends of the beam -> 

Ok -> fixed -> Ok. 

7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select the 

beam ->Ok -> select force -> give values on Fy only -> Ok. 
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8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> static -> Ok -> Analyze -> load results -> continue. 

10. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

11. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

12. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. What are the types of beam? 

2. What is the value of deflection and displacement of a simply supported beam? 

3. What are the properties of stiffness matrix? 

4. What is the value of deflection and displacement of a cantilever beam? 

5. What are the boundary conditions for 2D type of problems? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the performance of the stress analysis of a beam was analyzed and animated. 
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Ex.No:5           Date: 

MODE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF A 2D COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the mode frequency analysis of a 2d component due to the applied external 

load. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> rectangle 0, 0, 0 -> Ok -> 100,50,0 -> Ok. 

Geometry -> Boundary surface -> from curve -> select all -> Ok. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> plate -> Ok -> Give 

thickness -> select the material -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select all -> Ok -> select the property -> all 

triangles -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 

7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select any 

one side of the plate ->Ok -> select force -> give values on Fz only -> Ok. 
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8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> normal modes/Eigen value -> Ok -> Analyze -> 

load results -> continue. 

10. Getting the Results 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

11. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

12. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. Define shape function. What are the properties of shape function? 

2. What is meant by Mode frequency analysis? 

3. Sketch a quadratic strain tetrahedron element. 

4. What is meant by vibration? What are the types of vibration? 

5. Explain Vonmises Stress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the performance of the mode frequency analysis of a 2d component was analyzed 

and animated. 
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Ex.No:6           Date: 

MODE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF A BEAM 

Aim: 

To determine the stress due to mode frequencies on a beam due to the applied external 

load. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> continuous Give the co-ordinates of 2 ends. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> beam -> Ok -> shape -

>select rectangular bar from shape edit box -> give height and width -> select 

material from the material box -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Meshes -> mesh control -> size along curve ->select the beam -> Ok -> enter the 

number of elements -> Ok. 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select the beam -> Ok -> Property (Take title) -> 

Ok -> give 0, 0, 0 for Base and then give 0, 1, 0 for Tip -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraint -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> select the ends of the beam -> 

Ok -> fixed -> Ok. 
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7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select the 

beam ->Ok -> select force -> give values on Fy only -> Ok. 

8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Normal modes and eigen values -> Ok -> Analyze -

> load results -> continue. 

10. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

11. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

12. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. Define the term ‘mode’.  

2. What is the effect of mesh size on the accuracy of solution? 

 

3. What is the purpose of conducting the mode frequency analysis? 

4. What is mean by coordinate transformation? 

5. Distinguish between CST and LST elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the performance of the mode frequencies on a beam was analyzed and animated. 
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Ex.No:7           Date: 

HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF A 2D COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the Harmonic response of a 2D component. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

File-> Import-> FEMAP Neutral  

Read Model from FEMAP Neutral dialog box:  

FEMAP93/Examples/Dynamics/hinge.neu  

Locate hinge.neu  

Click Open   

In Neutral File Read Options dialog box:  

Click OK  

3. Constraints 

Model-> Constraint-> Set  

In Create or Activate Constraint Set dialog box:  
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Type "Hole fixed" in the Title field  

Click OK  

Model-> Constraint-> Nodal  

Entity Selection - Enter Node(s) to Select dialog box:  

Select the nodes around the edge of the hole either one node at a time or using 

alternative picking methods discussed in previous examples.  

Click OK  

In Create Nodal Constraints/DOF dialog box:  

Click Fixed button, then...  

Click OK, then...  

In Entity Selection - Enter Node(s) to Select dialog box:  

Click Cancel  

4. Analysis 

Model-> Analysis  

In Analysis Set Manager dialog box:  

Click New button  

In Analysis Set dialog box  

Enter "Normal Modes Analysis" in the Title field  

Select "36.NX Nastran" from the Analysis Program drop down menu, then...  

Select "2.Normal Modes/Eigenvalue" from the Analysis Type drop down menu  

Click Next  

Click OK  

In Analysis Set Manager dialog box:  

Click Analyze button  
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Model, Function  

In Function Definition dialog box:  

Type "Load Value vs. Frequency" in the Title field  

Select "3.vs. Frequency" from Type drop down menu.  

Choose Single Value radio button  

Enter these values into the corresponding fields:  

X = 0, Y = 1, Then...Click More button  

X = 1, Y = 1  

Click OK, then...  

Click Cancel  

Model, Load, Set  

In Create or Activate Load Set dialog box:  

Type "Unit Load" in the Title field  

Click OK  

Model, Load, Nodal  

Entity Selection - Enter Node(s) to Select dialog box  

Select Node 44 at bottom right of structure  

Click OK  

In Create Loads on Nodes dialog box  

Highlight Force from the selection list  

Enter "1.0" into the FZ field  

Select "1.Load Value vs. Frequency" from the Time/Freq Dependence drop down 

menu 
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Click OK, then...  

In Entity Selection - Enter Node(s) to Select dialog box  

Click Cancel  

Model, Function  

In Function Definition dialog box:  

Type "Damping Function" in the Title field  

Select "7.Critical Damping vs. Freq" from Type drop down menu. 

Choose Single Value radio button  

Enter these values into the corresponding fields:  

X = 0, Y = 0.1, Then...Click More button  

X = 1, Y = 0.1  

Click OK, then...  

Click Cancel  

Model, Load, Dynamic Analysis  

In Load Set Options for Dynamic Analysis dialog box:  

Choose Modal Frequency radio button  

Select "2.Damping Function" from the Modal Damping Table drop down menu in 

the Equivalent Viscous Damping section  

Click Modal Freq. button  

In Frequency Table from Modal Results dialog box:  

Select "1.Mode 1, 89.81622 Hz" from the First Freq drop down menu, then...  

Select "3.Mode 3, 568.1597 Hz" from the Last Freq drop down menu  

Enter the following values into the corresponding fields:  

Number of Point per Existing Modes = 5  
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Frequency Band Spread = 10 (%)  

Click OK  

In Load Set Options for Dynamic Analysis dialog box:  

Make sure "3.Modal Frequency Table" appears in the Frequencies drop down 

menu in the Frequency Response section.  

Enter the following values in the corresponding fields:  

Highest Freq (Hz) = 1000  

Click OK  

Press F5. 

In View Select dialog box:  

Choose XY of Function radio button  

Click Model Data button  

In Select Model Data for View dialog box:  

Select "3.Modal Frequency Table" from Select drop down menu located in the 

Function portion of the window  

Click OK  

In View Select dialog box:  

Click OK  

Model, Analysis  

In Analysis Set Manager dialog box:  

Click New button  

In Analysis Set dialog box  

Enter "Modal Frequency Response Analysis" in the Title field  

Select "36..NX Nastran" from the Analysis Program drop down menu, then...  
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Select "4.Frequency/Harmonic Response" from the Analysis Type drop down 

menu  

Click Next  

In NASTRAN Executive and Solution Options dialog box:  

Check Restart Previous Analysis box in the Restart Control section  

Click the Browse button ("..." button) and locate the "*.MASTER" file that was 

created earlier in the tutorial. Remember, this should be located in the same 

directory as your Normal Modes Analysis Results File. Then. 

Click Open  

Click OK  

In Analysis Set Manager dialog box:  

Click Analyze button  

Press F5 

In View Select dialog box:  

Choose XY vs. Set Value radio button  

Click XY Data button  

Click XY Data button  

Enter "44" in the Node field located in the Output Location section  

Enter "11" in the from field in the Show Output Sets section  

Enter "25" in the to field in the Show Output Sets section  
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Questions: 

1. What is meant by harmonic analysis? 

2. What are all the applications of finite element analysis? 

3. Define plane stress and plane strain. 

4. What are ‘h’ and ‘p’ versions of finite element method? 

5. Define body force and traction force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the Harmonic response of the 2D component has been analyzed and animated. 
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Ex.No:8           Date: 

THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF A 2D COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the Thermal deformations at various points of a 2D component due to the 

Temperature load applied over it. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> rectangle 0,0,0 -> Ok -> 100,50,0 -> Ok. 

Geometry -> Boundary surface -> from curve -> select all -> Ok. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> plate -> Ok -> Give 

thickness -> select the material -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select all -> Ok -> select the property -> all 

triangles -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 

7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select any 

one side of the plate ->Ok -> select temperature -> give the temperature value -> 
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Ok. Method -> on-curve -> Select another edge ->Ok -> select temperature -> 

give the temperature value -> -> Ok 

8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Steady state heat transfer -> Ok -> Analyze -> load 

results -> continue. 

10. Loading  II 

Model -> Load -> From output -> Select Temperature under Nodal -> Select 

Temperature for X vector -> OK -> OK. 

11. Analysis II 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Static -> Ok -> Analyze -> load results -> continue. 

12. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select total 

translation -> Ok. 

13. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

14. Animation 

     Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. Define thermal stress. 

2. How thermal loads are input in finite element analysis? 

3. What are the types of non-linearity? 

4. Why polynomial types of interpolation functions are preferred over trigonometric 

functions? 

5. State the principle of virtual work. 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the Thermal Deformations over a 2d Component is analyzed, animated and plotted. 
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Ex.No:9           Date: 

CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF A 2D COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the Conductive heat transfer of a 2D component. 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hard disk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

Geometry -> Curve-line -> rectangle 0,0,0 -> Ok -> 100,50,0 -> Ok. 

Geometry -> Boundary surface -> from curve -> select all -> Ok. 

3. Material selection 

Model -> Material -> give title -> load -> select any one available material -> Ok 

-> cancel. 

4. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> plate -> Ok -> Give 

thickness -> select the material -> Ok. 

5. Meshing 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select all -> Ok -> select the property -> all 

triangles -> Ok. 

6. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 
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7. Loading 

Model -> load -> Nodal ->give title -> Ok -> Method -> on-curve -> Select any 

one side of the plate ->Ok -> select temperature -> give the temperature value -> 

Ok. Method -> on-curve -> Select another edge ->Ok -> select temperature -> 

give the temperature value -> -> Ok 

8. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

9. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Steady state heat transfer -> Ok -> Analyze -> load 

results -> continue. 

10. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select Temperature -

> Ok. 

11. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

12. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. What is meant by thermal analysis? 

2. Express the governing equation for heat conduction in a solid body in cylindrical                                                

coordinate system. 

3. Write the governing differential equation for a two dimensional heat transfer problem. 

4. Compare the beam and bar elements used in FEM. 

 

5. Write down the expression of stiffness matrix for a truss element.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the Heat conduction over a 2d Component is analyzed, animated and plotted. 
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Ex.No:10           Date: 

CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF A 2D COMPONENT 

Aim: 

To determine the convective heat transfer analysis of a 2D component 

Hardware required: 

1. Pentium 4 processor. 

2. 512 MB ram. 

3. VGA colour monitor. 

4. 2 GB hardisk free space. 

5. Colour printer. 

 

Software required: 

1. Windows xp o.s. 

2. FEMAP v 9.3.1 with NX NASTRAN. 

 

Procedure: 

1. To open a new file with NX NASTRAN. 

2. Geometry 

File, New -> File, Open -> select 

FEMAP93/Examples/Heat_Transfer/HTBoard.mod -> Ok. 

3. Assigning Property 

Model -> property -> give title -> Elem/property type -> plate -> Ok -> Give 

thickness -> select the material -> Ok. 

4. Meshing 

Meshes -> geometry -> curve -> select all -> Ok -> select the property -> all 

triangles -> Ok. 

5. Constraints 

Model -> constraints -> nodal -> give title -> Ok -> method -> on-curve -> select 

any one side of the plate -> Ok -> Fixed -> Ok. 

6. Loading 

Model -> load -> elemental ->select all -> ok -> in create loads on elements 

dialog box -> highlight convection from the selection list -> Enter "4.1E-5" into 

the Coefficient field, then -> Enter "25" in the Temperature field -> Ok -> Choose 

Adjacent Faces radio button in Method section -> Click in Face field to activate -

> Select the top Element face of any Element on the top surface of the circuit 

board ->Ok. 
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7. Rebuild the File 

File -> Rebuild -> Yes. 

8. Analysis 

Model -> Analysis -> new -> Steady state heat transfer -> Ok -> Analyze -> load 

results -> continue. 

9. Getting the Results. 

Press F5 -> deform -> contour -> deform and contour data -> select Temperature -

> Ok. 

10. To get the stress distribution 

Press F6 -> Tools -> view style -> filled edges -> switch off draw entity-> Ok. 

11. Animation 

Press F5 -> Animate -> Ok. 

Questions: 

1. Express the one dimensional heat conduction with free end convection. 

2. How do you define two dimensional elements? 

3. What are the differences between boundary value problem and initial value problem? 

4. What are the types of modeling and analyzing softwares? 

5. Define transformation mapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 Thus the Heat convective over a 2d Component is analyzed, animated and plotted. 
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